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How important is it for you protect 
your family's wealth for your 

bloodline for  generations to come?
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Case Study
John Smith is 53 years old and is married to Sally - aged 43 and they have two 

children - Jan and Liam - age 14 and 12

John has a 28 year old daughter - Jenny who has mental health issues and he 

supports monthly.  He pays Jenny's mother to look after Jenny as she is no good with 

money. He feels morally obligated to look after Jenny.

John has a $1.5M home in Clontarf NSW held jointly with Sally.  Owns a business in a 

company that sells widgets.  He owns all the shares and the company is worth $2M

John's Will gives everything to Sally - Jan and Liam.  He also has super with CBus of 

$600,000 which is directed to his estate via a BDBN.  

John's lawyer is the Executor of the estate and administrator charging a flat fee of 5%.



In Australia, about 50% of Wills are 
contested usually by family members 
unhappy with the distribution of their 
parents’ estates. 

The boom in family provision claims 
across Australia recently has been of 
significant benefit to legal professionals 
and many firms are offering ‘no win/no 
fee’ options to draw in additional 
claimants.

University of Queensland research 
showing that three-quarters of family 
provision claimants are successful in their 
claims is further encouraging potential 
claimants to also consider proceeding 
with a claim.

Source: Author Monica Bryant-NOrved

https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/33502293.pdf


NSW: Family Provisions Claims



Matters to be considered



Claim within 12 months of date of death



$600,000 
estate 
decimated 
by over 
$500,000 in 
legal fees



Control is 
crucial - be 
careful 
where you 
fit in

Be careful with control in the event of dispute

For estate planning purposes - who is the Executor 

In any testamentary trust who are the appointors 

and trustee - who are the beneficiaries

For SMSFs who are the surviving controllers - the 

Trustee - is there a valid BDBN of SMSF Will

For companies, who are the Successor Directors - if 

any - will shares be drawn into conflict

Trusts generally sit outside of family provisions 

claims but Owies case is a dampener



Blended Family Protection 
Strategies



Strategy One - Testamentary Trust for
each family



Testamentary 
Trusts

Do not escape family provisions claims

Never insert proposed testamentary trust deed into 

a Will only the general terms and conditions in case 

the laws or cases change

Can use a Family Protection Trust as the core TT 

documents

Family law and litigation protection plus family 

provisions claims for next generation

Separate TT's for superannuation and also 

insurances



Strategy Two - Family Protection Trust



Key 
Features 
for Family 
Protection 
Trust

NO named primary beneficiary

Leading Member and successors are core beneficiaries

Extends to bloodline children, grandchildren and 

relatives plus companies, trusts and other entities they 

control

Also can make specific or class exclusions 

To be used with a Family Protection discretionary 

trustee company

Family Protection Trust = LMDT (different in name)



Strategy Three - Multi-generational trust 
splitting



First Generation

Second
Generation A

Second
Generation B

TRUSTEE
COMPANY

Split Trust - how it works

Leading Member 
Appointor

Successor
Leading Member 

Appointor for 
Director A 

Successor
Leading Member 

Appointor for 
Director B 

Death of First 
Generation
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Strategy Four - Gift and Loan Back - 
The Protector



Making it 
work

Who and what is being protected

Build a Family Protection Trust

Irrevocable Gift to the Trust

Cash, bill of exchange, cheque  or promissory note 

to fund the irrevocable gift - ensures protection with 

no asset transfers - no CGT or stamp duty

Loan of cash or cash instruments back to the gifter 

or gifters

Mortgage deed to secure property and securities 

deed to secure PPSR assets

Call option for uplifts and asset claim 
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Strategy Five - Superannuation and Life 
Insurance



Superannuation 
and Life 
Insurance

Superannuation can be paid directly to a 

dependant by the Trustee of a Fund and must do 

so if there is a valid and legal BDBN or SMSF Will

For insurance policies the payment goes direct 

to the nominated beneficiary - check the policy

Protected from family provisions claims with the 

potential exception of notional estate in NSW - 

other states are fine

Special purpose testamentary trusts can be built 

directly with superannuation and life insurance


